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ABSTRACT 

'l'he results reported in thi~J thesis may be 

summarized as follows: 

1. scattering by tMn f'oi has fro::u 

80,000 to 145,000 volts. 

2. A more crit1ca1 criterion for single snattering by thin 

f oi is obtained which depends on the shape of the curve 

connecting f, the amount of scattering, with the angle. 

3. Secondary electrons a.re eliminated by applying high 

equivalent stopping potentials. 

4. i:i of scatter on energy of primary beam is 

found to agree well with either :itott's equation or with 

trw relation k/v2, but is at variance with the classical 

relativistic theory. 

5 .. Comparison of values of' scattering for Al, Ag and Au 

shows that f increases faster than z2. 
6. Scattering is obtained as a function of angle from 9 

7. 

to 173°. For Al the dependence found experimentally 

agrees well with either Ni.Ott 
1 s or .tmtherford 1 s equation. 

'l'he latter also gives the correct dependence on angle 

for Ag and Au. r:lott 1 s equation is not a.pplica.b1e for 

those hoo.vy elements. 

abs e va.Lues for sc:a"Ltering for Al com -

pa.red with tneor:'.r give ~ ::: 1. 32 of the value given by 

:v1ott 1 s equation. relation is id within the ranges 

e trons coming from the foil a.re distributed 

ac to the simole cosine law. 

9 .. No evidence of loss of energy due to radiatlon is found. 
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STATlilv1E.NT OF PROBLEM 

The scattering of swiftly moving charged 

particles matter was first investigated quantitatlvtJ

ly by Rutherfordl and his associates, using ol-·oarticles 

from radioactive substances. These investigations led 

Rutherford to hypot.heR i:i:e !'in ~ t.omi e mode 1 whlch consist

ed of a very small positively charged nucleus surrounded 

by negatively charged particles knovm as electrons, whose 

rnass was small compared with that of nucleus. An 

electron should be scattered in much the same manner by 

this nucleus. A point of difference arises, however, for 

while the mass of the electron in the atom is negligible 

compared with the mass of the Ol-particle, this is not 

true when electrons themselves are used as the bombarding 

particles. The phenomenon is thus complicated by another 

element which ha.s been. difficult to separate from true 

nuclear scattering. A second point of difference between 

the sea ttering of d-parti cles and of' electrons is the 

much greater velocities obtainable with the latter. 

While the fastest ~-particles may attain a velocity of 

.07 the velocity of light, electrons from radioactive 

substances may reach .99 the velocity of light. Even 

artifically, under controlled conditions, electrons with 

.65c {c is the velocity of light) can be produced easily. 

Such high velocities should make possible a means of ob

taining information as to the effect of relativity change 

of mass on scattering of electrons. A third point of 
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difference arieca from tho fuct that ol-particlos aro 

very inefficient in producing X-rays, while the product

ion of the ordinary continuous X-ray spectru.'n has its 

origin in the scattering of electrons. 

These three points of difference between the 

scattering of fast electrons and of ol-particles are such 

as to complicate both experimentally and theoretically 

the study of pure nuclear scattering of high vel~city 

electrons. rl'he major purpose of this section of the 

thesis is to determine to what extent these three fact

ors listed above affect the experimental values of 

scattering. 

SEc;Or~DAR:t ELECTRONS 

Effects Du~.to Seconda.r¥ Electrons. This 

pl"ohlem was the first encountered after the apparatus 

had been assembled and was working properly. It was 

found that if stopping potentials were applied to the 

electrons coming from a piece of metal foil which was 

being bombarded with primary electrons of high velocity, 

these electrons ha.d a distribution of' velocities. (See 

Figs. 12(a) and 12(b)). A large number of electrons so 

emitted have energies below 100 volts, but an appreciable 

number compared with the electrons collected which had 

been scattered elastically had higher energies. Stopping 

potentials up to -2000 volts could be applied directly 

to these elActpnns, an~ by R Apecial meanR, Aquivalent 

stopping potentials up to -55,000 volts could be applied. 
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With primary energies up to 145 KV, appreciable electrons 

were still present of the highest stopping potential used. 

Origin of Secondary Electrons. Secondary elec

trons have been defined by other inves~igators in various 

ways. Becher2 and Stehberger3, working at energies below 

12,000 volts defined as secondary electrons all those with 

energies below 36 volts. Wsgner4 defined all electrons 

coming from the material bombarded as secondary. In this 

paper we shall adopt a different definition based upon the 

process of collision of two electrons. It is well known 

that as a purely mechanical process, when two electrons 

collide, one of them being initially at rest, they part 

at an angle of 90° to one another. When the path of each 

makes an angle o.f 45° with the direction of motion of the 

incident electron be£ore uo111s1on, each will leave with 

one-half the energy of that electro,n.. We shall distin

guish them after collis :1.on by defining the one with the 

greater energy as the primary and the one with the lesser 

energy as the secondary. 

In a foil which is being bombarded by electrons, 

if' it were built up completely of free nuclei, we should 

have a certain angular distri-

bution of electrons scattered 

by the nuclei. 'l'he whole foil 13 

from A to B, (See Fig. l) acts as 0 

a new source of electrons. In an A 

actual 1'011 we have no"L only nuclei 

present but also z electrons with • l 
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every nucleus of atomic number z. Consequently a scattered 

electron going along the path OP will scatter others as 

long as it. remains within the foil. Since the binding 

energies of the electrons in the atoms in the foil are small 

compared with the energy of the scattered primary, the 

former may be considered free to a first approximation. 

Many secondaries so formed will be absorbed before emerging 

from the foil, but there will be many others, especially 

those formed near the surface, that will emerge. These will 

be collected with the electrons scattered by the nuclei alone. 

It will also be apparent from the above consider

ations that ror a su1·1·1c1ently th1n ro11, many secondary 

electrons formed in the center of the foil will have 

sufficient energy to emerge. Consequently we may expect 

secondary olectrono to be preoent all the wo.y from zero 

volts energy up to one-half the energy of the primary beam. 

If then we apply stopping potent is.ls up to one-half the 

energy of the initial beam, we may be assured that all 

secondaries are stopped and that the remaining electrons are 

those which have been scattered by nuclei alone. One remain· 

ing effect must be considered before the method given above 

is justified. 'l'his is the question as to whether or not 

the electron emerging has sul'fered more than one major 

collision. Assuming that it had ma.de two major collisions, 

sharing one-third its energy ea.ch time with the other 

electron, All three elect.ron~ would th An fa:tl to go thr-ough 

the applied stopping potential and we vrnuld be stopping too 

many. 'l'he condition for single nuclear scattering will be 
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given b1:;lOl'f • If this criterion is carried over in a 

slightly modified form for the case of electrons, it 

appears that if single scatteriug is the predominating 

fa.otor for the nuclei in the foil,, it will also be the 

major factor for the electrons in tne foil. 

RADIA'I' ION EFFECTS 

When an electron is accelerated energy is 

lost due to ra.dia. tion. '1'he continuous X-ray spectrum 

is due to the hyperbolic orbits of the electron around 

the nuclei of the atoms composing the X-ray target. 

Some electrons will lose all their energy through rad

iation and these will give the short wave length limit 

or the maximum frequency of the radiatj_on emitted accord

lng to the relation of Duane a.nd Hunt, 

Ve • hYmax• 

'1·he electrons that are accelerated most are the ones that 

will lose the greatest arr.cunt of energy and these are the 

electrons that are deflected through the largest angles. 

Bence it seems reasonable to assume that those electrons 

emerging from the foil at angles close to 1800 are those 

which have lost the greatest amount of energy and some 

will have lost all their energy. It is known that the 

efficiency of X-ray production is very small, and decreases 

with the atomic number, but it is also true that very few 

electrons are deflected thrcugh these large angles. 

Kramers 5 has computed the amount of energy lost by an 

electron deflected through an angle 9 upon the assumption 
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that the orbit is not appreciably distrubed. He finds 

the expression, 

R : ~ (!mv2) uz 3 
tan5 ~[(1t + 0){1 + tCSC2 ~) f 3cot~] 

For a 50,000 volt electron deflected through goo by an 

aluminum nucleus, the rela.t ive amount of energy lost is 

10% a.cc ording to the above re la ti on. The factor tan5e/2 

in the coefficient increases very rapidly beyond goo and 

the equa. ti on breaks down for the orbit no longer can be 

considered as Keplerian. It is interesting to note that 

• 

R varies inversely as the atomic number which means that 

there is a greater percentage loss of energy due to 

radiation for the lighter elements. In the case of hydrogen 

we could not consider an electron of 50,000 volts energy 

when deflected through 90° as following anything like a 

hyperbolic orbit. 

There are two theoretical problems which have 

not been solved up to the present time and which would hold 

great interest in the field of X-rays as well as in the 

field of sea ttering of electrons. 'the first is a general 

expression for the radiation from an electron deflected 

through large angles. 1'he second is an expression for the 

scattering of electrons with the effect of radiation included. 

We may, however, draw some general conclusions as to the 

ef feet of ra.dia tion upon the anguls.r distribution of 

electrons. If the loss of energy alone is cons:l.dered as 

disturbing the path, a decrease in velocity will result in 

the electron being drawn closer to the nucleus. this will 
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co.uoe the electron to be bent thl:'ough a le.rger s.ng1e than 

it othervd.se would have been. Analytically the problem 

may be stated as follows. 'l'he rate of losing energy due 

to radiation is given classically by Lrunor 1 s equation, 

where j is the accelera ti.on of the electron of charge e. 

If Ve is the original energy of the electron, then from 

L.he conservation of energy, 

Ve • 1!m<r2 + r292J - e:z + J ~ ~~ j 2 dt 

Before we can get the equation of motion, the momentum 

relations must be known. Since the direction of ejection 

of tbe momeutum hV/c is not known, and neither is it known 

whether or not the whole energy lost is given off a.s one 

quantum hvmax' in several steps or a combination of the 

two processes, the problem even classically seems quite 

hopeless at the present time. Further experimental work 

is n~~eded to make possible certain assumptions necessary 

for its solution. 

Experimental evidence for the effect of rad

iation will be considered later. Suffice it to say here 

that no conclusive evidence tor an appreciable number of 

electrons having lost more than one-half their total energy 

for large angles has bc,en found. 
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THEORIES OF NUCLEAR SCN!'TERI!i.U 

'I'he Ru.therf ord equation for the probability 

of an ~-parti<!le being scattered within the solid angle 

df • 
2 4 ~ 

ntz e cosec4 ~. dw 
4m2v4 2 

(l} 

does not include a relativity correction and would not 

seem to be applicable in the case of high velocity 

electrons where ~ is large. 

Darwin6 has worked out the orbit of a high 

'Velocity electron in the field of a heavy positive nucleus, 

taking into account change of mass as the electron passes 

the nucleus. He arrives at the result that if' the electron 

comes w1thln a certain critical distance p0 , it will s piral 

in and be absorbed by the nucleus. This of' course can 

have no physical meaning since no such transmutation of 

the elements is observed. Using Darwi.n's result, Crowther 

and Schonland 7 deduced the angular distribution of the 

electrons scattered by nuclei, neglect~ng those which 

spiraled into the nucleus. The value for the scattering 

between 90° and 160° for Al, Cu and Ag found experimentally 

by Schonland8 agreed well wi.th that deduced from Darwin 1 s 

orbits. Later Schonla.nd9 showed that these spiraling 

electrons could not be neglected in his case and in order 

to get a solution to the problem he assumed that they 

emerged uniformly in AJl directions. This gave a result 

at variance with his experimental work. 
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The oquo.tion of Crowther and Schonland, both in the 

original and in the latter form given by Schonland, gives 

a dependence on p and e as well as an absolute magnitude 

not found in work reported on in this thesis. There is 

also some confusion as to the form of the correction to be 

applied.10,11,12 In addition, from considerations of 

wave mechanics~ it appears quite clear that we can no long-

er consider the electron as a point when the distances of 

approach become of the order of ...1l... , the wave length to be 
mv 

associated with the electron. This fact probably accounts 

for the spiraling orbits of Darwin. Comparison of Darwin 1 s 

relativistic scattering equation with experiment is given 

in Table Vl. It will be noticed that the relative as well 

as the absolute magnitudes do not agree over a wide range 

of energies. Consquently we shall not consider this theory 

further. 

Perhaps the best treatment of the problem has been 

given by Mottl3 who uses Dirac's wave equation and in-

eludes corrections for both relativity and spin. The 

result arrived at may be expressed as, 

d f ; ntz2e4 ( 1 - f 2) [cosec4 ~ - p2cosec2 ~ + 
4m2~4c4: 

+ z 2] terms in ( l:--"i'7) 

For the angles el and 02 this becomes, 
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P = n;ntz
2

e
4 

( 1 -( 
2

) [cot 2 e1_ cot2 e2_ 26 210g s~nQ1f2 + 
) m2c4 f3 ~ 2 1- - s1ne2 2 

2f@7Z(sin~1 + cosec91 - sin62 - cosec~2}+--] 
3 2 2 2 2 

Relativity correct ion contributes the term ( 1 - f.J 2) in 

the coefi' ic 1ent and spin correct ion is responsible for 

the last two expressions in the braoeo. 'l'he que.nti ty ~ 

in all these equations gives the ratio of the number of 

electrons scattered between the angles e1 and e2 to the 

total number of electrons incident on the scatterer. The 

product nt is the number of electrons per square centimeter 

of the foil. All the quantities in the above equations can 

be determined experimentally and an absolute comparison 

with theory can be made, as well as relative comparisons 

with the other variable$. 

CRITERION FOR SINGI..iE S<.;A'l".l'J:!:l-U.NG 

All scattering equations given above are based on the 

assumption that single scattering is the predominating 

factor present. It becomes of interest to note under what 

conditions we may expeot this condition to cx1at. Suppo3e 

we have a. foil of area A which is being bombarded with a. 

beam of electrons. The probability of an electron going 

within a distance p of the nucleus is then, 

where l'! is the total number of atoms present in the areaA 

and t is the thickness of the foil. Since the probabilities 
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must be independent, none or the areas np2 must overlap 

or the following c ondi ti c:n at least must be satisfied: 

n;p2nt ~ 1 

where n i ;s Lhe numlJ!;;r• o .r a L oms per cm. 3 

of the hyperbola, 

so that, 

or, 

p = e 2z Q cot ~ , 
2Ve 

nntZ2e 4 2 Q ~ 1 2 2 • cot 2 
4V e 

O ~ 2 cot-1 ~ -f;k 

From the geometry 

• 

The aliov(;) cu us id era Llou ::>hovrn why all sea Lterlng equations 

become infinite for e • oo, simply because the assumption 

of the independence of the probabilities is violated at 

small angles. 

14 
Wentzel has shown that a much more stringent 

condition must be imposed for single scattering to be the 

predominating factor, namely that 

8 ~ 32cot-l BV _/'2 ze V;cnt • 

The form in which this criterion is usl1ally stated is as 

follows. 8 If 

then for single scattering, 

....!L. J: 3 or 4 
4Ufuin - • 

This criterion can be tested experimentally, for within the 

region in which it is satisfied, p should vary linearly with 
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It will be shown later that 6/4Lo1 m n 
increases with the energy of the primary electron and at 

145,000 volts 8/4w : 6 or 7 for single scattering to 
min 

be the predominating factor. 

DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS 

General. The apparatus was originally built 

under the direction of Professor Watson in the shops of 

this Institute. Ita doaign was similar to that used by 

Schonland8,15 for studying the same problem as reported 
in 

onhthis thesis. The apparatus consisted of an electron 

"gun" mounted in a horizontal position and so arranged 

that the stream of electrons generated by the cold cathode 

discharge were sent into a magnetic field. Here they were 

bent through 90° and emerged through three circular openings 

three m.m. in diameter and separated by several centimeters. 

The homogeneous, collimated beam then entered two chambers 

insulated from each other and from the rest of the apparatus. 

The electrons scattered in the forward direction were col

lected by the upper chamber, and those scattered from 90° 

back to the opening through which the primary beam emerged, 

were collected in the lower chamber. 

It was soon discovered that for obtaining steadier 

conditions a hot filament for the source of electrons was 

needed. It was also apparent that the small, adapted 

Shearer X-ray tube was not suitable for voltages above 

80,000. Consquently, a new tube was designed which permit

ted steady operating conditions up to 145,000 volts. After 
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a oonsiderabla amount of data had been taken it was found 

advisable to re-design the chambers in which the scattered 

electrons were collected. A general view of the apparatus 

in its finished form is shown in Fig. 2. 

The Electr2n"Gun". The tube is shown in detail 

in Fig. 3. The metal parts were constructed in the shops of 

this Institute and were all turned t'rom copper. This metal 

was chosen as more suitable for the purpose than other metals. 

Brass continuously gives off zinc vapor and a high vacuum 

was necessary. Iron and nickel are magnetic and special 

precuations had to be taken to avoid all magnetic substances 

in the vicinity of the solenoid. In designing the parts of 

the tube it was necessary to consider the effects of cold 

emission and gas discharge, and to protect the glass tube as 

much as possible. The shield fastened to the anode and ex

tending back around the tube in which the filament is located 

was designed to protect the glass, while the shield at the 

other end of the tube was designed to distribute the electric 

field. This latter could perhaps be eliminated without im

pairing the working of the tube. To further eliminate the 

possibility of cold emission and to maintain a cleaner and 

harder surface, all the metal parts were polished, given two 

coatings of nickel, then plated with ohrond.um, and finally 

given a very high polish. All joints were soldered with 

silver where practical. With all others soft solder was 

used. In the case of a metal glass joint, the glass was 

sealed to the metal. This eliminated all waxes or greases 

and made possible the attaining of a very high vacuum in a 
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short time. This was an important point. Although the 

volume of the apparatus was approximately 28 liters, one 

and one-half hours was sufficient time to take the pressure 

from one atmoophorc to io-5 m.m. 

When the tube was first put into operation fouv 

or five days elapsed before the highest voltages could be 

applied. Although the pressure as measured with the Mc Leod 

guage was slightly less than lo-5 m.m. of Hg., as soon as 

high voltage was applied ionization would talre ple.ce and the 

pressure would go up to 1-4xlo-4 m.m. As the tube was con

nected at all times to a two stage mercury pump, the pressure 

soon went down again when the voltage was removed. Each 

ti~e this process was repeated ionization took plaoe at a 

higher potential than before, until the desired 150,000 

volts could be applied Pithout noticeable gas discharge. 

Very little gas was collected by the walls of the tube if the 

apparatus was opened for fifteen minutes or less. If it 

stood at atmospheric pressure for several hours, some time 

was necessary to out-gas the tube again. 

The filament used was that from a 32 c.p. auto

mobile headlight lamp. The bulb was removed and the glass 

stem sealed t.o a tube made of slm:i.ler glass, which in turn 

ended in a copper glass seal. This type of filament was 

fou.i.~d to give a more intense beam finally emerging into the 

scattering chambers, than that given by a number of other 

designs constructed. The position of the filament in relat

ion to the end of the metal tube in which it was situated 

had to be adjusted very accuratelj to secure a maximum of 
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current. It was also found, upon the suggestion of Pro-

fessor Smythe, that a resistance of several hundred thous

and ohms, placed between the filament and the metal tube 

surrounding it, increased the focusing action of the elect

ric field between the cathode and anode and very materially 

strengthened the current received into the scattering cham

bers for a given total emission. 

The Solenoid. This consisted of a brass cylin-

der 13 cm. in diameter and 50 cm. long wound with two layers 

of #14 B&S guage copper wire. A section 10 cm. long in the 

middle of the cylinder was partitioned from the remaining 

and could be evacuated with the rest of the apparatus. Each 

end of the solenoid was water cooled. Special precuations 

were taken to eliminate all magnetic substances in the 

neighborhood of the solenoid since the maximum field was 

only 250 gauss. 

As the solenoid was used not only as a means of 

obtaining a homogeneous beam, but also for measuring the 

voltage of the electrons, it was necessary to know its con

stant. For an electron bent in a magnetic field, 

( H ffi,c.V 
f J :; e~l - {3'*12 • 

The ener5y of the electron is~ 

Ve = m0 c 2 ( 1 - 1) ""1 - (3}:; 

Eliminating ~ between these two equations, 

( H\') • 
0
1 _ I 2m60c2 (V + e v2) 

V 2m c~ 
0 
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At low voltages, 

(Hf )2 : kI2 = k'V • 

The relation between high and low voltages can then be 

written in terms of' the respective curreuts al::l, 

r2 = !(v + .982x10-6 v2) 
K 

where K = v/r2 for low voltages. V has been expressed in 

volts, I in amperes and the values of the constants inserted. 

The quantity K will be defined as the constant of the 

solenoid. 

The solenoid was first ca.librs. ted by using 

known D.C. potentials from a motor generator set by apply-

ing the potential to the electron tube and adjusting for 

maximmr.. current into the scattering chambers. Values of 

K obtained in this manner are given in the following table. 

TABLE I 

v V( cor) I I (cor) K 

1375 1381 1.330 1.336 771 
1059 1062 1.163 1.167 780 
1626 1632 1.444 1.450 776 
1060 1063 1.166 1.169 778 
1698 1704 1.482 1.488 770 
1482 1488 1.390 1.3<26 767 -av. '1'14. 

The axis of the solenoid was mounted in an east-west 

direction to reduce the effect of the earth 1 s magnetic 

field to a minimum. A component of the earth 1 s field 

amounting to .4% of the field of the solenoid when 

I = l.B amp. increases the above constant to 784 volt 

amp-2• 
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It was suspected that this constant was not the 

same for high voltages as for lower. In consquence, the 

following tests were made. A 12.5 cm. sphere gap construct-

according to A.I.E.E. specifica~ions, kihdly loaned by tho 

Southern California Edison Co., was used. To insure that 

one-half of the alternating current wave was not distorted, 

only 1/10 milliampere of current wnc drawn from the second-

ary of the transform.er. As the resistance of the secondary 

was 13,000 ohms at 25° c. this amount of current caused an 

inappreciable dissymmetry between the two halves of the wave. 

Data for the gap were taken from Peak's recent book, 

"Dielectric Phenomena in High Voltage Engineering" (1930) 

(General Electric Co.) Corrections were made for atmospheric 

pressure and temperature. Humidity has little effect on 

the calibration of the gap. The following values of K from 

Eq. (3) were obtained: 

Radius of Spheres 
Barometric Pressure 
Tempi;rature 

TABLE II 

6.25 om. 
73. 62 cm. 
24.0° c 

I d(cm) v 

8.92 amp. 2.00 56.l 
10.82 3.00 80.8 
12.46 4.oo 105.0 
13.62 5.00 122.l 
14.61 6.00 139.8 

K 

K. V. 742 
747 
732 
737 
743 

av. 740 

Individual readings of the gap oan be trusted to 2% while 

the constant obtained above should be correct to within~. 
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It seemed best to obtain another check on the 

constant of the solenold since the value obtained with the 

sphere gap was 5% lower than that obtained at lower volt

ages. The following method was used next. Two similar 

plates of ali;:minum 5 m.m. thick, 30 cm. long and 23 cm. 

wide were mounted as a condenser inside the scattering 

chamber. (See Fig. 4) The mean distance between the 

plates was adjusted to 3.00 ± .02 cm. and the plates were 

flat to .01 cm. The beam of electrons after emerging 

from the solenoid passed through four collimating open

ings 2.5 m.m. in diameter, the distance between the first 

and last being 4.5 cm. It then passed through two slits 

approximately .005 cm. wide, separated by 3.3 cm., and 

finally emerged at a point midway between and parallel to 

the condenser plates, find 3 cm. 1.11 front. of the lower edge. 

(See Fig. 4) A photographic ple.te was mounted between the 

plates and down 2.5 om. from the top to eliminate edge 

ef feet. 

There existed a disturbance of the field caused 

by the stem holding the slits through which the electrons 

emerged. To correct for this effect, stems of different 

diameters of the same length were constructed. If all 

other factors are held constant , one can extrapolate to 

zero diameter and hence for zero disturbance of the field. 

It might be mentioned here that the applied D.C. potential 

was grounded in the middle so that the potential midway 

between the plAt.es WAS ?:.ero. The i::it.em was also grounded. 
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The deflection of the beam cnn be computed 

easily. For a uniform field, 
•: 

and, 

Solving for x and y, putting in the boundary conditions 

and eliminatin~ t. 

x = ./1 - [J2 e Ey2 , 
~2 2n;2 

or, o.?a2x10-6 I
2 

Y.. 
x d 

where V is the potential between the plates expressed 

in volts. 

On each photograph taken, five equidistant 

lines were obtained as follows: The center line was 

obtained with both condenser plates grounded. One plate 

was then raised to a definite potential above ground and 

the other to the same potential below ground. After the 

exposure was taken the potentials were reversed. The 

outside lines were taken by doubling the potential applied 

to the plates. It is interesting to note that with the 

type of photographic plates used (Eastman Speedway} it 

was unnecessary to develop those where the energy of the 

electron beam was above 65,000 volts. Developing brought 

out more detail, but the lines were sufficiently sharp to 

be measured accurately without developing. 

The curve showing the effect of radius on the 

factor (3 2/y1 - (3 2 is shown in Fig. 5. Each point is the 
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result of measurement on at least two plates~ The distance 

between the lines on the photograph could be measured to 

l or 2% with a micrometer microscope and the distances be-

tween the five lines were averaged. A sample of the photo

graphs taken is given in Fig. 6. 

The constant for the solenoid obtained in this 

manner after correcting all meters is given below. 

TABLE III 

I @2 
.<\/i-p~ 

v K 

9.0l .2320 56.l K.V. 73~ 

10.00 .2554 68.9 '739 
10.98 .3004 82.0 .:@! 

av. 735 

The values agree well with the constant obtained with 

the sphere gap. In all subsequent calculations where the 

value of (3 is desired in terms of I, the current in 

the solenoid, we shall use the average value 

K :: 737 

obtained at high voltages. 

Scattering Chambers. The arrangment of the 

scattering chambers can best be described by referring 

to Fig, 7. The purpose of using chambers of such large 

dia..-neter was to eliminate as far as practical the effect 

of reflected electrons going from one into the other. 

When \..he lrrnlde was brass t.ht1 reflection from the upper 

into the lower chamber amounted to .0003-.0009 of the 

main beam. When the whole inside was lined with alu:ainu.m 

this value was reduced to .0001-.0003. (For the reflect-
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ive powere of aluminum and brass see Fig. 2 in Part II 

of this thesis.) 

The electrons are admitted from the solenoid 

into the scattering chamber through four collimatingopen

in@;s. (See Fig. 2) They are all made of aluminurn and 

the la.st three are mounted in an alund.num tube. The first 

three openings are 2.8 m.m. in diameter and the last is 

4 m.m. The purpose of the last opening is to stop scatter

ed electrons from the openings below entering the lower 

chamber. All four collimating openings are grounded. The 

small, thin a.lurninum cylinder "c" is fastened to "d" and 

extends up .into B a distance of 1.8 cm. It performs two 

functions: first, :it further stops stray electrons from 

the openings below from reaching B, and, second, it de

finitely fixes the larger angle of scattering. 

Chamber Bis insulated from A by thin(.005 cm.) 

mica discs. The metal discs "a 11 and "b ·· are fastened to 

A and B respectively. The disc "a" is turned down to a 

th1n edge. A th1n alur.u:tnum ring .015 mn. thick, .8 cm. 

wide, with a 2.83 cm. opening in its center forms the final 

separation between A and B. The disc "b" has a hole cut 

from it olightly larger them the grid "g". This wa.s found 

necessary since many slow electrons collect in the space 

within and part of them would be collected by B if "b" 

extended beyond the edge of "g". 

Grids to S~op Secondary Electrons. For invest

igating secondary electrons up to 2000 volts energy, a 
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wire grid was constructed. It consisted of a cylindrical 

framework made of 2 mil nickel wire. 'l'he ratio of wire to 

total space was 2. 5% for the total framework. ·the reflec-

tion coefficient of nickel is .30, hence 'Re shall apply 

a correction of l.6% to the readings when this grid is used. 

When secondary electrons of energies greater 

than 2000 volts are investigated other means must be 

resorted to than that or using actual potentials. It will 

be noticed from the curve for aluminum connecting f ,(the 

ratio of transmitted electrons to the total number incident) 

with the voltage of the primary beam, (Fig. 8), that no 

electrons are transmitted up to a certain voltage after 

which there is a sudden increase. At voltages ordinarily 

used, from 90,000 to 145.000, even a piece of alu.~inum 

.OOl cm. thick is very"tra.nsparent" and at the same time 

acts as an equivalent stopping potential of about 55,000 

volts. A small correction for voltages below 120,000 can 

be applied to account for those electrons scattered e.J.as-

tically which are stopped by this foil. Secondar•y electrons 

will also be set free from the foil grid on the collector 

side by the electrons which go through. 'l'o investigate 

this point, a fine wire grid was placed around the foil 

grid and a stopping potential of 2000 volts applied. A 

decrease in f of 1 to 2% was found for primary voltages 

around 50,000, but for 100,000 volts the ef feet decreased 

to .3 to .4%. ~hen necessary this correction will be applied. 
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A means is thus provided by which we can study 

secondary electron velocities up to one-half the energy 

of the 1n1t1al beam. From argum~nts glv~r1 pr~vlously, we 

are assured that when such a stopp:tng potential 1s applied 

all the secondary electrons are stopped. 

Method of Varying Ang_le. The foil is mounted 

on a thin metal ring "h" 3 cm. in dia.rnotcr, oupportod by 

a fine nickel wire .06 cm. diameter. IJ.'he whole is raised 

and lowered by means of a magnetic control as sho?m in 

Pig, 2. The height. of the foil above the opening "'e" can 

be measured to within .008 cm. by placing over the opening 

a disc with a pointed rod in its center, sighting through 

two windows in A and noting when the foil touches the point. 

The screw on the control mechanism. wa. s calibrated with a 

traveling microscope. 'i'he angles between which the 

electrong are collected are determined by the size of' the 

openings "c" and "e" and by the height of the foil. 

Homogenieti.or ~· The hom.ogeniety of' the 

beam for the case of alternating current applied to the 

tube was tested with D.G. stopping potentials and the 

res ult is shown in Fig. 9. 'i'he dotted line represents 

the voltage of the electrons computed from the constant 

of the solenoid. It will be noticed that the distri

bution of energies is almost symmetrical about the 

computed voltage. If *AV represents the heterogenlety 

of the beam, then, 
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K (1 
v2 

Ji ( 1 v2 + 

2AV + ••• ) -v 

2 /:J v -v 
t ••• ) 

If tho beam of electrons is symmetrical about a moan 

voltage given by the constant of the solenoid, t~is 

same reasoning wi 11 a.pp ly to all± AV 1 s and if the spread 

of voltage ls not more ths.n 5% on either side, the error 

intrOduced into the value of ~ will be negligible. 

Determination of nt. It was soon f'ound that 

the variations in the thickness of the foils were too 

great to weigh a large sheet of the material and compute 

the average thickness. Consequently a quartz torsion balance 

was constructed which had a constant of .1214xlo-6 g/div. 

The constant was determined by weighing small sections of 

very fine wire, a long piece of which was previously 

weighed on an analytical balance. Aluminum foils 5xlo-5 

cm. thick and 3 m.m. square could be weighed to 1%. The 

product nt can be determined as follows: 

m = () At 

where m = mass of foil of area A and a- is its density. 

Also, 

if M is the weight of each atom and n is the number of 

atoms per cm~ So that, 

nt - m • - A·M 
If M is express ed in molecular weight, 
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nt • 

The product nt which enters directly into the scattering 

equation, is independent of the density of the material. 

Since tha.t portion of the foil where the beam passed 

through was cut out and weighed, local variations in 

uniformity should not introduce a large error if the 

beam 1s uni.form. This polut was tested w 1th several 

foils by rotating the foil one turn and taking readings 

every 45°. Variations of not more than 2% were observed, 

while the average variation was 1%. 

Meters. All meters were calibrated with a 

potentiometer and corrections applied to all the readings. 

'l'wo galvanometers were used, one with a very high sen

sitivity (3.5xlo-ll amp./div.J which was used for balanc-

ing, and the other of low sensitivity used to measure 

total electron current. An electrostatic voltmeter 

connected to tha secondary of the transformer facilitated 

the adju..stment of' the high voltages. 

METHODS USED IN TAKING hEADINGS 

Adjustments. The current in the solenoid 

was set and kept at a constant value and the voltage 

of the electron beam increased until a maximum current 

came through into the scattering chambers as indicated 

by the galvanometer G' (See Fig. 2). tt2 was kept constant 

at 104 ohms and R1 adjusted until G read zero deflection. 

To take into account thermal ~.M.F. which was usually present 
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to a more or less degree, the current in the solenoid 

was increased suddenly by a small a.mount. This made 

G1 come back to zero and if G would seek a new zero, H1 

could be adjusted again.. This process was continued 

until whether G1 was reading full current or zero, G 

would remain stationary. A change of resistance in 

R1 of O.l ohm would give a deflection of G of approx

imately 5 m.~. bince R2 was 104 ohms, changes in f of 

1 part in 10° of the main beam could be detected. When 

a balance of G was obtained, the drop in potential across 

rt1 was the same as that across H2 and the apparent value 

of scattering within the given angles was then obtained 

from, 

y : R1 
R1 + .H.2 

To this value of ~ several corrections must be applied. 

1. A correction for the value of f when no foil was 

present. 'l'his varied with the height of the ring uhu, 

the kind 01· 1'011 used as a stopping potential and the 

potential of the primary beam. ':Chis "zero correction° 

was checked at various times. A typical selection of 

values is given in the Table below for a foil wiLh an 

equivalent stopping potential of -27,000 volts. 

v 

68.,9 K.V. 
96.9 

129.0 
145 .. 0 

TABLE IV 

1720 5 1 

f {correctionJ 

.00022 

.00026 

.00028 

.00030 



This "zero correction" is to be subtracted from the 

apparent value of 9. 
2. A correction for the wire of which the grid was composed. 

It amounted to .8% for the foil covered grids and 1.6% 

for the fine mesh wire grid. This correction is to be 

added. 

3. A correction for the stopping power of the foil grids 

for elastically scattered electrons. This was obtained 

from Fig. 8 and amounted to 0-4%, and is to be added. 

4. 11. correct ion for the ref lee ti on out of chamber B and for 

the absorption by the foil grid of electrons reflected 

from the walls of B. This is directly related to the 

reflection coefficient for electrons of the metal of 

which B is made. '.~:e could either increase the dimensions 

of the scattering chamber and so extrapol~te to an 

infinitely large one, or we could line the chamber with 

different metals which have different ref'lection 

c oeff'icients and hence extrapolate to zero reflection. 

'l'he latter method was chosen as the more practical. 

Consequently the reflection coefficients of aluminum 

and brass were determined (See Part II), as well a.s 

the angular distribution of these reflected electrons. 

'rhe :ratio of the coefficients for aluminum and brass 

is .13/.29 = .45. A typical example showing what 

effect lining tre chamber B with brass and aluminum 

had is given below: 
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-27 KV .001260 

.001253 

The effect increased slightly for lower voltages and 

decreased far higher voltages. In most cases the 

correction was negligible. 

When the foil grid was used, it was connected 

electrically to chamber A. This was necessary since B 

wo.n to collect only those el_ectrrms scfl t.tered eli:u::iticA 11y 

while A was to collect all others. Secondaries emitted 

from the foil or other parts of A subtracted in one place 

but add in another so that the net result is nil. 

RESULTS 

The first point tested 

was to determine under what conditions single scattering 

could be realized. Experimentally if p inarea.ses linear-

ly with nt., single scattering is the predominating f'~ctor. 

The results of these tests are shown in Fig. 10. If we 

apply Wentzel 1 s criterion to the point where the curves 

depart from linearity we ob ta.in the following: 
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TADLE V 

Alum1num 

01 :: 95°10 1 Q2 • 172°5 1 

nt Vp 4wmin 9/4'-'fuin 

6.ox1018 45.0 KV 2so55' 3.3 
7.4 56.0 25052• 3.7 
8.3 58.9 22°40' 4. 2. 
9.4 82.0 20° o• 4.'7 

11.3 96.9 18 °4.0, 5.0 
13.2 112.5 17020 1 5.5 
15.5 l29.0 16°24 1 5.8 
17.6 14b.O 15036' 6.1 

The factor e/4"fuin is not a constant bu.t increases with 

the voltage. The value reported by Schonland is e/ 4Ufu.ir? 3 .o, 
wh1ch ;t~ for both G0,000 and 00 1 000 volts. Judging from 

the results given here, this value is much too low. 

Perhaps a more accurate criterion for single 

scattering from a foil can be obtained experimentally from 

the shape of the curve showing the variation of ~ with 

angle. Near 90° a scattered electron emerging from the 

foil must go a farther distance through the metal than one 

coming out a.t larger angles. This wlll have the effect of 

decreasing the slope of the curve near 90°. These plural-

ly scattered electrons wlll be partially thrown 1nto larger 

angles and will give the hump shown in Fig. ll{a), whicb is 

for 45,000 volts with a stoppi~g potential of 27,000. 

Fig. ll(b), for the same foil (nt - 4.41x1olR) but a pri-

mary voltage of 128,000 volts and a stopping potential of 

55,000, shows how the hump has completely disappeared. 

Secondarl El~.£1~~· The energy distr:l.bution 
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of secondary electrons is shown f'or two widely different 

atomic numbers, aluminum and gold. in Figs. 12(a) a.nd 12(b). 

The relative number of secondary electrons present is ss 

for larger values of r:.t than for smaller, which is shown in 

curve (b) for aluminum. {Note: (b) is fitted to (a) at 

55,000 volts.) Similar curves were obtained for silver. 

It will be noticed that there are many slow secondaries but 

an appreciable number have energies above 10,000 volts. It 

is interesting to note that in Schonland 1 a work he used 150 

volts stopping potential and assumed that all secondaries 

were stopped. From what has been shown earlier in this 

thesis, all secondaries should be stopped at approximately 

one-half the primary voltage of the original beam. The 

fact that such high velocity secondary electrons are found 

is explained by the fact t.hat some formed even on the 

opposite side of the metal have more than sufficient energy 

to penetrate the foil. 

Denendence of Scattering on Energ¥ of Pri~ar~ 

~· The variation of the amount of' scattering for a.lu."11-

inu."11 between the angles of 95°10 1 and 172°5 1 as a function 

of the energy of the beam is shown in Fig. 13. Plotted in 

the same f:lgure and fitted at Vp = 56.000 are also given 

Rutherford•s equation and Mott 1 s equation. There is very 

little difference bet1rnen these two a.s far as dependence 

on energy is concerned. (Note: The form 

ntz2e4 2e n0 f = (Ve)~ (cot 21 - cot.::-22) 

of Rutherford• s equation is used) 



.tlllO '°----

Fig, 12(d) 
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A comparison of the relative as well as the 

absolute values of i' is giveD in the following Table: 

TABLE VI 

Aluminum. 

nt. = 3,.68x1018 , ei:-, g5010 i, 02 = 17205• 

Relat~Lve value~ of 1' 
(J v Exp Mott Darwin k/v2 

.. 436 56.l KV .00340 .00;-:540 .00340 .00340 

.4"'14 68.9 .00231 .00229 .00241 .00226 

.511 82.0 .00157 ,.00157 .00179 .00160 

.54~ 96.9 .00110 .00114 .00134 .00115 

.574 112.2 ,.00082 .00084 .00104 .00085 

.603 128.4 .00061 .00064 .00088 .00065 

.6~0 145.l .000485 .000495 .00077 ,.000505 

Absolute values of p 

f3 v Exp Mott Da.rwi.n Rutherford 

.436 56.1 KV .00340 .00257 .00460 .00264 

.474 68.9 .00231 .00174 .00326 .00176 

.511 82.0 .00157 .00118 .00242 .00124 

.543 96.9 .00110 .00086 .00182 .00089 
,.574 112.2 .00082 .00063 .00141 .00066 
.603 128.4 .00061 .00049 .00119 .00051 
.630 145.1 .000485 .000375 .00104 .00039 

The following points should be noted in the above Table: 

(1) The deoendence on energy of beam given by Mott's 

equation and by k/V2 agrees well with experiment, while 

the equation based on relativity correction of the class

ical theory does not agree. (2) Absolute values of 

scattering within the angles given do not agree with any 

of the theories. There are reasons to be discussed later 

why ttutherford's equation cannot be written proportional 

to l/v2. Mott's result is the one we shall consider most 
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seric•usly. Comparing with the experimental values we 

Exp :: 1.32 M.ott, (4) 

v1hich represents the facts quite closely for alu."Tlinum. 

It will be shown in the next section that Mott 1 s equa tion 

also gives the correct dependence on e. Rela.t::ton l4) 

then is valid in the case of Aluminum wi.thin the ranges, 

v : 56,000 to 145,000 volts and e • 95° to 1730. 

An example of the experimental value of f 
computed from average values of f /nt of several dif f'erent 

foils is given in Table VII. 

TABLE VII 

Almninum 

v
5

: - 21,000 v, e1• 95°10•, e2, 172°5 1 

KV 56.1 68.9 82.0 96.9 112.2 128.4 145.l 

9.47 6.35 4.38 3.05 2.34 1.63 l.35xl0 
\' 9.65 6.41 4.31 3.14 2.29 m 9.69 6.38 4.43 3.09 2.31 1.71 1.41 

s.7o 6.31 4.17 2.97 2.31 1.72 
8.92 6.12 4.38 3.10 2.28 i.73· 1.35 

-22 

av. 9.29 6.31 4.33 3.07 2.31 1.70 ~xio-22 

0 
The thinnest silver and gold foils used {2200 A 

0 
and 800 A respectively) were not thin enou~h to expect 

single scattering to be the predomlua Llag factor below 

128,000 volts, and the shape of the curves in F'igs. 15 and 

16 show that some plv~al scattering was present at 950 

1n both cases at this voltage. 
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Denendence of Scattering_2n ~. In Table 

VIII the factor ~/ntZ2f(e/2) is compared for Al, Ag 

and Au at e, • 95°10 • and e,, :: 172°5 • for P. = .603 and 
~ ~ ,-

(J = .630. This factor should be a constant for all 

elements. The ratios given in Table IX show that tl!ott 1 s 

equation gives the ratio nearest to unity but there is 

much to be desired. Schonland also reports a value 

much too high for gold and attributes it to an abnormal 

emission of secondary electrons. 'l'his explana t 1on 1s 

hardly tenable for the results reported here because of 

the stopping potentials used. It ma.y be pointed out 

here that Mott's equation applies best to the lighter 

elements and neglecting further terms in the expansion 

is hardly justif'iable in the cases of Silver and Gold. 

TABLE XIII 

(l : .603 (3: .630 

Al Ag Au Al Ag Au 

Mott 1.52 1.77 2.4lxlo-~4 1.24 1 .. 38 l.95xlo-24 
f\uth. 1.18 1.65 2.50 .94 1.19 1.77 

TABL.15 IX 

(3 • .603 ~ = .630 

~ AU AU ~ AU AU -
Al Al Ag Al Al Ag 

Mott L.16 1.59 1.36 l.,ll 1.57 1.41 
Ruth. 1.39 2.10 1.51 1.27 1.95 1.48 
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In view of the fact that plural scattering 

contr•:tbuted something to the value of 9 is the cases of 

Ag and Au, it would be expected that the value would be 

high. 1!entzel 1 s criterion for both Ag and Au gives 

4wmin:: 5.3 at 128,000 volts and 6.0 at 145,000 volts. 

't:e should then expect mostly single scattering and the 

large va.1ues obtained for these elements must indicate 

that f 2 increases faster than Z • 

Dependence of Soatterin5 on Angle. C.E. 

Eddyl6 has studied the angular distribution of (.l-ra.ys 

scattered by thin foils from o0 to 50° but under conditions 

where plural scattering was very prominent. Klemperer17 

WO!f!tking vri. th vol tAges hetwAen 10 KV and 40 KV using a 

Geiger counter found an angular dependence between io0 

e.nd 120° not given by any existing theory.. 'l'his latter 

work, however, was probably too inaccurate to draw 

conc.1.us ions from. vertain def'ini te angles have been used 

by otner observers, but a consistent effort to obtain an 

accurate dependence on angle has not been made. 

The experimental dependence of scattering on 

angle well illustrated in Fig. 14(a) which is for 

Aluminum. el is plotted as abscissa so tnat any ordinate 

gives the value of the ratio of the number of electrons 

collected between e1 and 92 to the total number of electrons 

incident on the foil. 02 varies from 1720 when e1 • 9no 

to 178° when e1 m 173°. The primary voltage for each 

curve i.s 128,000 volts. The four curves plotted are for 
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the stopp potentials given. In Fig. 14(b) p 

with values of f for Va : -55,000 volts and fitted at 
"' 

95010 1 is given the variation with e from both Mott 1 s 

and H.utherford~ equations. All curves which have 

been. obtained from 97 to 145 KV are very slmila:r to 

tho one in Fig .. 11 ( b) if the proper stopping potential 

is applied. At voltages below 97 lW, the hump shown in 

Fig. ll(a.) begins to appear and no comparison with theory 

based on the a~urnmption of single scattering can be made .. 

For suf.f i.c iently high voltages either the equation 

of Mott or of Rutherford gives a dependence on e between 

95° and 1730 which agrees well with experiment. 

Fig. 15 shows the results obtained for gold 

and Fig. 16 those for silver. The angular dependen<:e 

for these two m6tals l.igrees \1'1ell w 1th Rutherfords cot2e/2 

relation while the agreem.ent is not so good with Mott• s 

equa tion. 'l'his deviation is probab1y due to the fact 

that, as mentioned before, neglecting further terms in 

the expansion is not permissible for heavy eJ.ements. 

Ans;ule.r Dis tr i~ut:t on_i?.f _ _:Seco~dary Elec~r::::i~. 

To find the dependence on angle of' the secondary electrons 

emitted between two energies, we need only take the 

difference in ordine.tes of two curves for two different 

stoppinR; potentials. Fig. 17 shows the result for alum-

inum. talrnn from Fig. 14(a), and Fig. 18 that for gold 

taken from • 15. It is found that the points agree 
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second term in the parenthesis is small compared with 

the first we may write this as k sin2e. If we 

d ferentia.te this with respect to e and divide by 

sin e we the intensit,y of the secondary electrons 

g:tven at the 8. We may then dra~ the following 

conclusions: The ell?Ctrons that come from a thin foil 

when bombarded with high velocity electrons may be 

divided into two definite and distinct groups, 

1. Those that are scattered without appreciable loss of 

energy and foll 1:>w the intensity distribution given by 

either Rutherford 1 s cosec4e/2 law, or iv1ott' s equation; 

2. Those Lhat come or f wit.h 101v veloc i Lies and .follow 

the intensity distribution given by cos e. It is 

interesting to note that the cosine distribution is 

a.lso obtained for the reflection of electrons .from 

solid surfaces. (See Pa.rt II of this thesis.) 

Experimental 'l'est of L~ss of Enere,Y._Due to 

Radiation. Qualitative tests may be made as follows: 

1. For large angles it might be expected that many 

electrons may have lost a. large port:lon of their 

energy and that an appreciable number would be stop• 

ped by -55,000 volts if' the original energy were 

110,000. If this v1ere true the curve showing the 

variation of ~ with e would come close to the axis f = e 

at large angles. No such effect is noticed. 

2. Since li~ht a.toms according to Yll'amer' s equation 

lose more energy than heavier atoms, we should 

expect a differently shaped curve connecting 
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f and 8 for aluminum and gold. Both elements 

follow the same law experimentally. 

relative loss of energy accord to h.re:mers 

is porportional to (33• We should expect)I then, 

that for two widely different potentials with one-

ha.if tne primary voltage used as a stoppi:J.g poten-

tiaJ in each case, t11at we snould get departures 

f'rom sea ttering equa tir.ms which a.re based on pure 

elastic scattering. tJo such departures are found. 

~':hat can be said tnen a.bout the electrons that 

generate the continuous X-ray spectrum? There seem to be 

9.tleast two possible explanations. E5.ther, 

1. 'the number losing one-half their energy or more is 

inappreciable compared with a given fraction of the 

main beam collected between 140° and 180°, or, 

2. h1omen ttun relations are such as t.o distribute over 

various angles those electrons las 

Discussion of' Errors. It is thought. that the 

main error entering into the measurement of p experiment-

ally came mostly from an inaccurate knowledge of the zero 

correction when the foil was in place. The foil d trib

u ted tt1e electrons going through in a different way than 

was the co.se when tho zero cor1"eotion was ta.ken with no 

foil present. 1t is esr.,irnated that this error will be 

small; first, because of the amount of zero correction 

when tne foil was absent, \about .0002 of' the main beam) 

and second, because v;i th a very thin foil where the zero 
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zero correction is comparable with the "true value of ~ 

the main beam is not scattered appreciably. 

In measuring nt the area of a small portion 

of the foil where the beam went t.nrough could be measured 

to .5fo or less with a traveling microscope. The weight 

might be in error 1% due to errors in the torsion balance. 

The ba.la.nce wa:s checked frequcn tly with known weights. 

Two dif'f'erent methods of determining the con-

stant, of the solenoid at high voltages gave a constant of 

737 ± 3. It is assum.ed that the mean value of V is known 

to within .410. r1'his gives an error in v2 or (34 of .8%. 

The error in e can be estimated as follows. 

'l'he height of' the foil could be adjusted consistently to 

1/8 turn, or since one t.urn was .0642 cm., to .ooe. cm. 

The radius of the opening was 1.41,~.This gave an error 

at 90° of 20• in e, or an error in cot2e/2 of 1}6. The 

error due to the adjustment in height decreased as e 

increased. 

An analysis snowed c,hat the error due to the 

finite size of the beam and its slight divergence was 

negligib.te.18 

To make cerl,a::n t,hat no appreciable impur-

ities of large atomic nurriller were present in the a~um-

inum foil used, some very pure aluminum from Siegbahn•s 

labors. tory was tested. 'l'he values of 9 /nt agreed to 

within 1% of those obtained with the foil regularly used 
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in this experiment. 

Combining the above errors tne value of r 
is found to be correc L 't,o 2/o. Irregularities in the 

foil and an inaccurate know.iedge of the exac"L stopping 

potential useci may increase this error to 

to 4;&. 

or possibly 

Comuarison 1;; 1th 'l'heory. The results as com

pnred wi~h the values predicted by ~heory may be summar-

ized as follows·: 

1. JJependence on energy of primary beam: Either inott•s 

or rtutherford•s equation gives very good agreement 

if we write the .latter as porportional to 1/v2. 

2. Dependence on z.: .according to 1·uot.t·s equation ~ 

increases faster than z2. 1l'his is found experi

mentally but the increase is not sufficient to give 

good agreement. All the O"Lher equat.lons give .f por

portional to :t.,2. 

3. Dependence on angle: ttere again the variation with 

angle is almost the so.me for Hiott· s or H.utherford · s 

equations and agrees well wit.n experiment. 

4. Absolute values of f : The equations of 111ott and 

trnt.herf'ord give VELLues too low while that of Darwin 

gives values too high. 

In general it is found that the simple result 

of H.utherford gives better agreemer:t wi t,h experi~nent than 

any of the other more complicated equations.. However, 

there are certain objections t.o Hutherford's equation. 
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;i·e are surprised the. t e.greemen t is as good e.s it is. 

1n the f:I.rst place, from the deriva"tion of his equation 

if' applied to electrons, it 1s not permissib.Le to writ.a 

f'°' l/v2 for energies above 30,000 or 40,000 volts.* 

No accou:nt is ta.ken of rela.tiv and we should expect 

important changes for velocities of' .63 the velocity of 

lignt. in the second place, it seems cert.ain that an 

effect will be introduced by the spin of the electron. 

Both these factors have been included in Mott's resnlt.. 

If we take the relativity correction alone, the variation 

of ~ with p does not agree with experiment. 'i'he spin 

terms for aluminu.'!TI contribute a difference of 15if:, between 

the voltages of 56,000 and 145,000. ~xperimentally, a 

difference of 2% with Mott's equatioL was found bei:,ween 

these voltages. Since a relativity correction seems 

necessary, it also seems necessary from this experimental 

work tl1at a correction for t:tie spin of thtl electrur~ n~ust 

be .included. 

A real difference, however, in absolute magnitude 

of f seems to exist between theory and experiment. 'l'he 

effect of e. nuclear magnetic morr.ent has been computed by 

1·.1assey~9 It is fou11d to be negligible. The e la.nation 

must be looked for elsewhere. It r:iight be expected that 

'I'he factors entering into t,he denominator of rtutherford 1 s 

equation are Mass x (Angular ~11omentunt J2 ar.1/2 mv 2 = Ve only 

for low velocities. 
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since the discrepency becomes less for. the lighter 

elements, some information might be obtained by using 

hydrogen, helium and beryllium. It planned to extend 

this work to the case of gases in the nea.r future. 

The absolute 

ve.lues of f for alumlnum obtained in th:1.s report are 

from one-half to two-thirds those obtained by other 

observers both with cathode rays and p -particles • The 

results on cilver and gold given here are from .? to .8 

of the values given by Schonland8 and Chadwick and Mercie:r2Q 

In ::>chonland 1 s work it is quite apparent that the differ

ence is mainly due to secondary electrons. In the other 

the cause may be due to the use of a heterogeneous bea.m 

of electrons from .radioactive sources together with the 

inaocu.rs.cies due to their method of mea!=lurem<-:rnt. 
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ABS'l'fl.AC'11 OF RESULTS 

The main results obtained in Part II of 

this thesis may be summarized as follows: 

1. Values of the reflection coefficient, p0 , for Be, 

c, Al, Cu, Brass, Sn and Pb are obta.ined from 

45 to 128 KV. 

2. A decrease of ~o with increase of voltage is found 

which is most pronounced for the light elements. 

3. The angular distribution of emitted electrons 

is given very accurately by Lambert's cosine law 

of radiation. 

4. Absorbed gases cause the surface to emit many 

slow electrons which is most noticable f'or the 

light elements. This fact probably accounts for the 

larger values reported by some observers. 

5. With Be, c, and Al, a change with time of the 

number of slow electrons emitted was found upon 

going from hign to low voltages. 
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Ii'l'J.RODUCT:rnN 

4~'hen a heem of AlectronR Rtrikes a. so.1..id 

surface, there is an emission of electrons comparable 

witn 'tt1e ntunbe:i:· incident.. 'l'hese may arise because of 

several reasons. ,1, ~here will number of 

primary electrons which will be turned back by single 

encounters with tr1e nuclei ot· tr1e material.. l2) .oome 

will finally emerge after suffering several large nuclear 

deflections. (3) Electrons originally in the material 

will be set free by a collision process and w~y finally 

emerge. (4) X-rays formed by the primary or secondary 

electrons may set free secondary electrons. In any case 

the phenomenon of the errd.ss 5 on of n 0.old surf'l'lce homhAl"ded 

vd high velocity electrons is probably very complicated. 

Becker1 distinguished three kinds of electrons 

emitted in such a manner from a. solid surface. (1) Those 

which nave lost very little energy he called nreflected". 

(2) Those which nave los1.. conl::l.iaera.ble energy, but nave 

a more or less unif'orm velocity ctistrioution, he ca.1..Led 

"red if fused I!. ( 3) rfhe electrons coming oft wi tn 

the l''i:"'nge 0 to 56 volts ne called 11 seconds.ry". It 1s 

found tnat. the relative importance o!' t.nese groups changes 

with the energy of the i'.>rie;ina.l beam. Webster2 defines 

all electrons emitted by the surface as ''rediff'used". 

He denoteR the value of the total emission aue to nor-

mal incidence of the primary beam a.s the 11redif fus1.on 
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constant 11
• 'rh1s quantity is not constant as will be 

shown later. In this report we shall defi.ne as the 

reflection coefficient the ratio of all e 

emitted £rom a sur£aoe being bombarded with a be~m of 

electrons incident normally, to the total number. 

Its value will depend on the kind of material and the 

energy the primary beam. 

Work on the reflection coefficient of dif

ferent metals has been carried on by a number of ob

servers, bnt~'l w1th cathode and 13-rays. 3 , 4 ,s, 5 , 7 

::lchonland' s work was probably the most accurate of an;{ 

for the case of cathode rays from 30 to 70 KV. 

difficult to say which can be aonsidered ~oot relinble 

for (3 -rays. There a.re large discrepancies exist 

among the available data. These will be discus 

later. In view of this fact it was thought desirable 

to check some of the results. This work was under-

taken primarily to determine to what extent reflect:ton 

of electrons from the scattering chari.bers in Part I of 

th:ls thefi was affec the experimenta.l values of 

scatter 

·:·~l!.'.'l'.HOD OF 'l'AKING OBSERVATIONS 

The sa:.lle a.ppara tus was usHd as :l n PFtrt I. 

The sheet of metal to be studied was mounted in place 

of the foil. variation with angle as well as the 

total reflection coefficient c be determined for 

each sample. In all cases the prima:i::•y beam was normal 



to the surface. Simplificatton resulted from t.he fact 

that the effect being observed was of such an or1er of 

magnitude that practically all correeti':lns could be 

neg lee t"ed. 

To obtain the total value ~o for the angles 

goo to 1800 it is possible to correct the value obtained 

experimenta lly from 90° to 172° by adding the fracti~n 

to be expected from 172° to 180°. If the angular 

distribution is known this value can be predicted with 

certainty. It will be shown later that the distribution 

is given very accurately by the s i.mple cos:i.ne law. 

REBULTB 

DeDendence of Reflection 011 Atomic Number. 

Tests have been :made with Be, c, Al, Cu, Brass, Sn 

and Pb. A comparison with other observers ls given ln 

Table I belcw. In all caseo the vnluos ro£er to total 

emission from 90° to 180°. The main points to be noted 

in this table are as follows: (lJ At low voltages the 

vo.ltl.ea re9orted in this thesis are in good agreement. 

with those of Schonland. (2} At high voltages and 

for heavy elements the results are in fair accord with 

the work of McClellan us1ng radium, but for the lighter 

elements there is a wide d crepency. (3) A decrease 

in value the reflection coefficient with increase 

in energy is found which is most pronounced for the 

lighter elements. In the case of lead, no change cotud 
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be de tee ted from 45 to 14t) l\.V. l>Ji 'th carbon as with 

several other materials, values of 

ta to case 

o h~we been 
) 0 

carbon, a decrease 

or 2% ls fciund from the value at 128 KV. At this 

voltage agreement should be ex9ected with JlcClelland, s 

work since the mean value of' the energy of the f3-rays 

of' radium is not. f'ar above this.. He obtains a value 

carbon 2.5 times as .Large. :I.s estimated that the 

values given here cannot be error more than l~. 

TABLE I 

Element Schonland Nehei:• McClelland Koirarick 
(50 101 ? ) 45 KV 128 KV Ra Ac-C" 

Be 4, .0291 .0248 

c 6 .081 .0658 .15 .274 

Al 13 .13 .143 .129 .24 .383 

Cu 29 .29 .295 .283 .36 .519 

47 .37 .41 .63fi 

50 .410 .407 .425 .69'7 

82 .505 .505 .49 .800 

The experiinente.1 results are also given in 

Fig. 1. All po:tnts are as designated except the low 

v?ltage value fo:r beryllium VJhich is for 70 KV. It :'Ls 

interesting to note that, Schonland8 ri:;ports a value 

9
0 

independent o!' voltage for e,11 metals stud • 

Kovaril{g .finds an increase of ~ with voltage tm to ab 

500 KV after which there is a decrease. 
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Distribution of nef cted ~lectr0ns. Work 

upon the angular distribution of ~ -rays reflected from 

di.t'ferent mets.ls was ctone in the years 190b to 1~3 

10 i 11 . . . i - 12 . lla.n , Gre nacher , and bcnm at did the most 

important work. They found that the angular distribution 

of the emitted rays fallowed Lambert's cosine law of 

radia.tion. The same law was found :Independently while 

ir..vestigating the nroblem rcpor on in this thesis. 

In •riew of the fact,, however, that nothing r1as been done 

on the angular distribution of electrons emitted from 

solid surfaces being bombarded with cathode rays, it 

ma;{ not be amiss Lo reporL the work that has been done 

using vol ta.gas from ,500 to 145,000., 

In Fig. 2 are shown the results for three 

different metals: (a) Tin, (b) Brass and (c) Al.1i~:inu.m. 

Plot Led a:s Lhe ordlnat,e are Lhe vi1lue::i o.r the ratios of' 

the number of electrons emitted in the solid cone between 

e1 and e2 , to the total ntL~ber incident on the surface. 

It was found that the relation k Bin2 e f'itt.ed t,he 

experimental points very closely. M.ore accurately, 

k 1 ( s in2 e1 - sin2 e2 ) should be used but s.11 cases 

sin2 e2 is small compared w:l.th the first. term. Thli:; 

law is the integrated form of the cosine law. This 

may be interpret,ed to mean that the p:robabi11 ty of 

emission of' the element of' surface excited by the im-

p electrons is t.he same for all directions. 'I'he 
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cosine law 01· distribution applies equally well at 

voltages as low ~s 12,500. Fig. 3 illustrates the 

results for aluminu.111 for the two voltages given. 

Denendence of Reflecti'.'m on Ener~? of Primari 

Res:i.m and on the State of the Surface. As stated bef'ore, 

Schonland reported a constant value of total emission 

for his range of voltage (30-80 K.V.i The values given 

in TablA I show that it is probably not a constant, but 

decreases with increase of voltage. However, the con

dltlon of the surface must be stated beI'ore agreement 

will be found between different observations. 

Sollei43, using electron velocitles up to 400 

volts found that a thorough out-gassing of metal at 

12000 C. greatly l'."ednaed the numher of slow sec,,,nda.ry 

electrons emitted.. Davisson and Germerl4 ,15 also found 

effects due to absorbed gases which were difficult to 

eliminate except by heatin8 the metal to a high temper

ature for a considerable length of time. Also they 

found that even under the beat vacuum, gas was absorbed 

by the surface when the metal was C()ld. bimilar eff.ects 

are found here for high velocity electrons • 

• 4 will tend to illustrate. A ece 

brightly polished aluminum was placed the appar>atuB, 

and the first point taken at 1740 volts. The pressn.re 

in the space where aluminum was situated was 5xlo-5 m.m. 

of Hg. Points were taken up to 112,000 volts. On 

returning to 12,500 volts, instead of obtaining the 
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value of .225, the value .161 was obtained. 

After bombardini? the met,al for minutes the value 

increased to .211. When the mercury pump wa.s turned 

01·r ttle value went up to .223. (Pressure was l..5xlo-4 } 

11his furn:tshed proof that at least some of the anomalous 

effect at low voltages was due to gas. The points on 

the ctu~ve (b) in Fig. 4 were obtaiueu by reLurning ea.oh 

time from 100 K.v. and bomharding the surface as little 

as possible. It is interest to note, also, that 

after the a.lum1.num had been bombarded with 100 K. V. 

electrons for a few minutes and then allowed to stand 

for fCJur hours, the polnt "2" and not the point "l" 

was obtained. Prom this it appears that bombarding the 

surface with relatbrely slow electrons clluses it to 

absorb gas in a high vacuum, vvhile bombarding 1 t with 

high velocity electrons tends to out-gas the surface. 

Stehberger gives the following values for 

aluminum for the total emission: 

v 

2000 volts 

9000 

.so 

.42 

Since he does not menti:)n heating the metal or using 

stopping potentials, perhaps his high values can be 

partially attributed to absorbed gases. 

With beryllium, if primary voltages below 

70,000 were used, the increase off with time was very 
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no ti This was ·true even when 2500 vol ts stop-

ping poten~iai was applied. With carbon the lowest 

primary voltage which could be used w1.thout finding ar~ 

inerAase of p with time was 60Jl'OOO.. "llitb A1um1num thts 

phenomenon begar~ at a still lower voltage. ho such 

behavior was fotmd for lead. appears, Ghen, that 

absorbed gases nlay e. much more important :r•olt:i for the 

lighter elements at these primary voltaftes, than ror 

tile neavier e 

The following peculiar beha.vtor was also 

noticed. A stopping potential of 100 volts would br 

the point ,.l" down to point "2... If the stopping 

potential were taken off, the point 11 1 11 w"'s nvt ooi:,~ined 

im."nediatel7J'. t:>everal minutes bombarding at 12, 500 was 

necessary before iG returned 1..0 its origina.L va.Lue. 

(See Fig. 4J 

Velocity of ~lect.rons l!.mitted by ::;olid 1.::>urfaces. 

vvagner16 and others17 have found that most of the electrons 

coming from a solid surface being borr:bn.rded with 20 to 40 

J:< .. v. e.Lect.rons r.i.ave ies • 7 to • e tna t or the primary 

beam. 1he follow tabie will iLlustrate the relative 

amounts of slow elect.rons present for i:.wo widely different 

volLag~H. ~everal polnts should be noted. (1) blow eiec-

trons emitted from t.ne surra.c\;;;: are very prominent. for J.ow 

prirr:ary volt.agel::l. \i:::J Very f'ew s..Low electrons are emit-

ted when the primary vo.Ltage is high. 
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TABLE II 

Aluminum 

VP - 12,500 volts v = i:::itopp:tng Potentie.1 - s 

vs el G2 ~ 

0 90°0 1 172° .225 
100 ll " .. 159 
500 IJ II .155 

1000 II II .152 
1400 II u .149 

Yn = 128,000 
.Ii 

vs al e, 
~ f 

0 9000· .i.?20 .1290 
50 II JI .1285 

1000 I! II .1280 
2000 ll II .1277 
2500 II II .1275 

27,CXJ) Ii II .0945 

When either a high or low stopoing ootential 

is applied t,o the electrons emitted b;r the surface, the 

cosir e distribution of in"tensi ties is still found. 'this 

means that the slow electrons emitted also have a cosine 

distribution. The same distribution of secondary elec-

trons was found in the case of thin foils. (See Part I) 

More experJmental work is needed to correlate 

more closely the somewhat disconnected facts reported 

here. It is planned to use a hot target which can be 

heated to a high 0emperature. 1:3eryllium wlll be espec-

ially interes'ting to investigate; first, because it has 

a high melt point, and second, because absorbed ~ases 

seem to play an important role. 
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